ADDRESS COMPLEX, COSTLY CHALLENGES...

Only Boeing and its family of service companies offers a solution suite that achieves the breadth and depth of the Digital Solutions & Analytics portfolio. Transform what you do with your data to create more value to your airline.

...WITH INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS FOR EVERY PHASE OF FLIGHT.

Only Boeing and its family of service companies offers a solution suite that achieves the breadth and depth of the Digital Solutions & Analytics portfolio. Transform what you do with your data to create more value to your airline.

Cost of delays alone to airlines.

Cost of inefficiencies to the industry.

These range from physical records management ($0.9 billion) to fuel overspend ($11.3 billion).

Cost of turbulence alone to airlines.

Cost of maintenance-related AOG incidents alone.

$28 BILLION PER YEAR
Cost of delays alone to airlines.

$74 BILLION PER YEAR
Cost of inefficiencies to the industry.

$100 MILLION PER YEAR
Cost of turbulence alone to airlines.

$74 BILLION PER YEAR
Cost of inefficiencies to the industry.

Between 3.5-5.5% of operating costs are attributable to irregular ops.

$150,000 PER HOUR
Cost of maintenance-related AOG incidents alone.

INTERCONNECTED.

BETTER CONNECTED.

The Digital Solutions & Analytics Portfolio

Explore Our Offerings
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